2008 kawasaki mule

Hunting, transport, and commercial applications â€” these are just a few uses of the Kawasaki
Mule Short for Multi-Use Lightweight Equipment, this class vehicle initially intended for
agricultural needs also serves as an aid to medical personnel and those seeking outdoor
adventures. The Kawasaki Mule is a side-by-side utility vehicle manufactured by Kawasaki from
to Its selectable 4WD and spacious cargo bed make it the perfect vehicle for yard duty or
recreation. Kawasaki Mule reviews have a lot of positive things to say about the vehicle. A
high-mount exhaust design, efficient ventilation system, emissions-compliant carburetor
settings, and the Kawasaki Automatic Power-Drive System KAPS are among its key perks. Read
on to learn about the rest of what this capable vehicle has to offer. First hitting the market in ,
the Mule has come a long way from being a 1,class four-wheeler purely used on farms to
evolving into an entire ATV line. Kawasaki introduced the Mule series to the public in Since its
inception, the four-wheeler has found itself in the garage of many households that require
lightweight and sturdy utility vehicles. Unlike the nomenclature of its competition where ATVs
are named after ferocious or symbolic creatures, the Mule in Kawasaki Mule is an acronym that
means Multi-Use Lightweight Equipment. Below is a complete rundown of all vehicles released
under the Mule lineup:. The overall design of the 4X4 was kept the same, with only minor
changes to the cabin divider material and trim colors. Bright red replaced the maroon, and the
ROPS had body-matching hues. The small size of the four-wheeler allows it to be carried
conveniently in a full-size pickup truck. Its broad assortment of paint finish adds to its appeal
with a wide range of riders and applications. Tough, steel cargo bed, steel latches, and a secure
tailgate make it all happen. But if you would like to transform your four-wheeler into something
more than just a ranch helper, aftermarket Kawasaki Mule parts will do the trick. The top speed
of a Kawasaki Mule is 25 mph. It is meant to haul equipment and safely handle tough terrain.
Modifications such as replacing the exhaust or using different tires may increase the speed.
Despite technological developments, the Mule is not fool-proof when it comes to starting
problems. When you encounter this dilemma, one of the following may occur:. Should any of
these symptoms happen, then you will need to check a few things. First, ensure there is no
issue with the ignition or electrical components of the vehicle. Examine any suspected parts,
say the spark plug, for wear or damage and replace them as needed. Usually, the probable
cause is any of these â€” relays not contacting or operating, a worn-out pinion or ring gear, or a
blown fuse or fouled spark plug. Low compression is seldom a dilemma by itself but indicates a
need for re-torqueing or adjusting valves and gaskets. It is often determined after doing a wet
and dry compression test and typically links to potential carburetor issues. Ensure that you
rectify the problem immediately, especially if you get a low reading from doing your periodic
checks. Otherwise, you run the risk of experiencing misfiring, poor quad performance, or no
start. A decrease in Kawasaki Mule top speed or power output is also a symptom of this
problem, which could also be tell-tale signs of worn-out internal parts. The air-fuel mixture is
one of the most crucial mechanisms of your UTV that needs to work right. At the very least, it
may lead to a lean or rich mixture that would translate into excessive fuel consumption, poor
engine performance, or restricted acceleration. Similar to the first two problems, this too relates
to a potential carburetor problem. High-mileage Mules or those within the range of 4, and 25,
miles are prone to this problem. This issue may manifest in several ways, including excessive
belt heating, belt slippage, or shifting challenges. Drive pulley components may be damaged,
worn, or dirty. Inspect the condition of the sheaves and belt, along with the rest of the V-belt
assembly. Then do the needful to eliminate the problem. If the issue persists, seek assistance
from a professional mechanic to help you rectify it. Before Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Since its founding in , Kawasaki has grown into a successful company that has helped shape
the automotive and ATV markets by creating highly-engineered, revolutionary vehicles. Today,
the Japanese firm continues its legacy through innovations in aerospace and energy systems,
hydraulic machinery, motorcycles, transit, personal watercraft, and off-road vehicles. Indeed,
the Kawasaki Mule is more than meets the eye. This well-thought-of, highly-engineered quad
may look unsophisticated for some. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come
a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for
agricultural applications. Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. About
the Kawasaki Mule First hitting the market in , the Mule has come a long way from being a
1,class four-wheeler purely used on farms to evolving into an entire ATV line. It has a
bore-stroke ratio of 82 x 76 mm 3. The tank has a capacity of 4. Its brilliant fuel tank location
under the rear of the seat protects the fuel from water contamination during inclement weather.
Oil level should be between H and L marks on the dipstick. The Mule has a shaft-driven final
drive and dual-mode rear differential, with a 2WD and 4WD driveline mode switch. This rear
differential shift lever is on the dashboard, to the left of the steering shaft. These knobbies were
24 inches instead of 26 inches and were fitted on inch rims for base and camo models. For tire

pressure, 56 kPa 0. Coupled with rack-and-pinion steering and a balanced mid-engine layout,
this system provides excellent bump absorption with light handling, plenty of traction, and a
Ground clearance is 6. Its wheelbase is 70 inches. Front and rear treads are 1, mm Kawasaki
Mule horsepower is 9. Towing capacity is For most of the models, the body color matched the
ROPS, with only the lower fairing and base frame finished in black. For the XC series, however,
the models sported a pure black bodywork with only the hood finished in two-tone colors. This
video by Trail Pass gives an excellent review of the utility machine. Continue Reading.
Relentless capability is in our DNA. Every machine we sell is backed by the unrivaled
engineering knowledge of Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. So when we say that our products
are the strongest, we back it up with extreme confidence. Powered by a liquid-cooled cc
twin-cylinder engine mounted in an open-cab utility chassis with independent front and rear
suspension, and rolling on four all-terrain tires with rear differential lock feature, the MULE
utility vehicle was an immediate success. Independent front and semi-independent rear
suspension, plenty of load-carrying capacity and a reliable cc engine made this MULE model
suitable for almost any work environment. Powered by a fan-cooled single-cylinder engine the
MULE featured a dual-mode differential that could be locked for maximum traction or unlocked
to minimize ground disturbance. Turf-type tires and easy-to-operate controls made this
hard-working MULE an instant hit. It had special fuel and electrical systems to meet strict
industrial standards, a flat bed and hard-surface tires that offered long life on paved in-plant
surfaces commonly found in manufacturing companies and warehouses. This personal-sized
utility vehicle was compact in size, easy to use, and could easily fit into the back of a pick-up
truck for transportation to work sites. Other advanced features included dual-mode differential,
a high-mounted cab-frame air intake, a fan-cooled belt converter and all-wheel self-adjusting
hydraulic brakes. Newly designed, its fan-cooled engine with internal engine balancer and
proven four-wheel suspension gave the MULE a relaxing ride quality. A bench seat for two made
this the first two-person compact MULE model. Dual-mode differential, independent strut-type
front suspension and 4WD made this heavy-duty MULE utility vehicle a popular choice on work
sites around the world where diesel is the primary fuel, such as in agriculture and underground
mining. Powered by gutsy, liquid-cooled, cc, V-Twin engines coupled to all-new Continuously
Variable Transmissions CVT , they were some of the hardest working and most durable
machines Kawasaki had ever produced. Radical new pick-up truck styling, improved
ergonomics and other automotive design features made this new generation of stylish,
hardworking utility vehicles an instant hit. Upgrades included a stronger CVT belt,
improvements to the exhaust system and a new cylinder block. Both models were still small
enough to fit in the back of a pick-up truck. But the Trans4x4 featured two rows of seats,
enabling it to accommodate four passengers. Being easily able to switch between
two-passenger and four-passenger modes gave the Trans4x4 much greater flexibility. In
four-passenger mode, a family, work crew or group of hunters could be accommodated; in
two-passenger mode, cargo space was maximized. Its powerful cc diesel engine churned out
mountains of torque for serious hauling and towing capability. Coil-reinforced shocks for the De
Dion axle and leaf-spring rear suspension ensured a high load capacity. And being a Trans4x4
meant high versatilityâ€”whether transporting a work crew in four-passenger mode or hauling
cargo with the extended cargo bed in two-passenger mode. Using input from a vehicle speed
sensor and torque sensor, the ECU determined the amount of steering assistance necessary.
Assistance was greatest when needed most at extremely low speeds and when stopped and
reduced at higher speeds to ensure stable handling. A new, no-nonsense, big-truck styling
package reflected the tough, powerful nature of MULE utility vehicles and their ability to get the
job done. The gasoline-powered MULEs came with fuel injection, ensuring easy starting and
consistent, stable power in all operating conditions. And speed-sensitive electric power
steering first seen on the diesel MULEs was now featured on all 4WD models, offering natural
handling at all times. Its enhanced off-road capability and increased ground clearance was
complem
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ented by a sporty design and graphics package. Combined with the dependable performance of
the MULE 4x4, this latest compact utility vehicle opened the door to greater potential for leisure
activities. Featuring a bold and rugged new appearance, the new MULE SX side x sides are
packed with value and undeniable capability. As a durable and compact workhorse it's capable
of maneuvering in tight spaces and easily fits in the bed of a full-size pickup truck, giving you
the freedom and flexibility to take on the toughest jobs. Experience the advantage of the world's
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